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Human urine is rich in valuable nitrogen which can easily be lost due to biological

urea hydrolysis and subsequent ammonia volatilization. While this enzymatic

reaction can be prevented by alkalizing the urine, recent studies suggest that

chemical urea hydrolysis can result in substantial nitrogen losses when drying

alkalinized urine at high temperatures. Furthermore, it was previously suggested

that CO2 dissolution from the air used to evaporate water from alkalinized urine

could result in a pH decrease to values which allows for biological urea hydrolysis

and subsequent ammonia losses. This study aimed to determine the kinetics of

chemical urea hydrolysis in alkalinized human urine and confirm the effect of CO2

dissolution with controlled laboratory experiments. We measured the change in

urea concentration at different temperatures and pH values for real human urine

and determined the corresponding rate constants for chemical urea hydrolysis. We

showed that the rate constant increases as a function of temperature and that

pH has a negligible effect on the rate of chemical urea hydrolysis in the high

pH range of alkalized urine (>11). The rate constants for chemical urea hydrolysis in

a saturated calcium hydroxide solution were found to be 0.00147 d−1, 0.00595 d−1,

0.0204 d−1 and 0.0848 d−1 for temperatures of 25°C, 40°C, 55°C and 70°C,

respectively. The effect of CO2 dissolution on urea hydrolysis was determined

by aerating human urine alkalinized with calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2). In order to

represent biological urea hydrolysis, urease was added to the solution. The

computer simulations of the experimental results showed that CO2 dissolution

and the subsequent dissociation of carbonic acid to carbonate ions, bicarbonate

ions and protons is the main cause of the pH decrease, but CaCO3 precipitation,

and NH3 volatilization foster the pH decrease. However, biological urea hydrolysis

prevents the pH from decreasing below 9. Residual undissolved Ca(OH)2 was

shown to substantially delay the pH decrease. Overall, this work provides valuable

insights into the mechanisms of urea hydrolysis in alkalinized urine during

dehydration, which can be used to design more efficient decentralized

sanitation systems and minimize nitrogen losses.
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1 Introduction

The diversion and subsequent separate treatment of human

excreta offers many benefits in that valuable nutrients can be

recovered (Randall and Naidoo, 2018) while limiting the load on

existing wastewater treatment facilities (Larsen and Gujer 1996).

For example, (Wilsenach and van Loosdrecht, 2003) showed that

biological nutrient removal processes would benefit from the

implementation of urine separation and treatment while (Ishii

and Boyer, 2015) showed source-separation of urine, coupled

with the subsequent recovery of struvite, offers the smallest

environmental burden when compared to a centralized

wastewater treatment facility with no nutrient recovery. In

addition, on-site sanitation is an alternative to centralized

wastewater treatment, where a sewer network cannot be

established or is very costly. However, the provision of on-site

sanitation systems call for more efficient treatment processes

because of the different properties of urine and feces (Udert et al.,

2015).

Fresh urine is rich in nutrients, containing over 50% of the

phosphorus and over 75% of the nitrogen found in domestic

wastewater (Larsen and Gujer, 1996). Approximately 90% of the

nitrogen in urine is present as urea, which is readily converted

into ammonia and bicarbonate ions in the presence of urease

(Udert et al., 2003). The total nitrogen found in urine is typically

9.2 ± 1.8 g L−1 (Udert et al., 2006). Other major nitrogenous

compounds found in urine include, creatinine, hippuric acid and

uric acid (Maggi and Daly, 2013). These nitrogenous compounds

are also eventually converted to ammonia (Maggi and Daly,

2013) through a range of complex decomposition reactions that

are difficult to determine. Considering creatine and creatinine as

one example, researchers have shown that it is challenging to

determine the equilibrium between these compounds because of

the occurrence of side reactions (Edgar and Shiver, 1925). These

side reactions would be more pronounced in complex solutions

such as urine. However, the researchers did manage to show that

creatinine is at least partially converted into creatine in alkaline

conditions. Some researchers have also shown that bacteria

discovered in human urine are capable of degrading creatine

to creatinine (Wyss and Kaddurah-Daouk, 2000), while other

researchers reported that allantoin was produced during the

decomposition of uric acid in alkaline solutions (Brooks and

Lant, 1976). Ellerbe et al. (1988) reported that there is some

evidence that urea is the product from uric acid decomposition.

These reactions ultimately change the pH of the solution where

the pH of the urine is increased to values around 9 after urea

hydrolysis (Udert et al., 2003). This results in free ammonia

losses by volatilization, which can be substantial. For example,

Siegrist et al. (2013) reported ammonia losses of up to 47% in a

urine separating toilet system with rising pipes open to the

atmosphere.

The hydrolysis of the major nitrogenous compound,

urea, can be prevented by inhibiting urease through

acidification (Hellström et al., 1999) and various

compounds (Svane et al., 2020). However, this approach

has limitations because of safety concerns with handling

of an acid and also because exact dosing equipment is

required (Randall et al., 2016). Other methods include

adding inhibitors such as the natural compounds allium

(typically found in garlic, onions and leeks) to inhibit

urease activity (Olech et al., 2014).

We have previously shown that increasing the pH of urine by

calcium hydroxide addition is a cheap, simple and reliable

method for preventing biological urea hydrolysis (Randall

et al., 2016), while Vasiljev et al. (2022) have shown that

magnesium hydroxide or magnesium oxide could also be used

to increase the pH of fresh urine. The method works by pre-

dosing (10 g L−1) a urine collection container, such as a urinal

(Flanagan and Randall, 2018), with calcium hydroxide which

dissolves with each new urine addition, regardless of the

composition of the urine. This passive dosing system creates a

saturated solution and keeps the pH of the urine high. We have

termed this process “urine stabilization” which simply refers to

the inhibition of urease activity in urine and the prevention, or at

least limitation, of nitrogen loss. The stabilized urine solution can

then be dehydrated on-site (Riechmann et al., 2021). Besides

stabilizing urine, calcium hydroxide dosage can also be used for

almost complete phosphorus recovery from fresh urine by

producing calcium phosphate (Flanagan and Randall, 2018).

This calcium phosphate derived from urine has also been

shown to be an effective fertilizer (Meyer et al., 2018). We

also proved with our experiments that urea hydrolysis was not

significant for a period of 27 days after calcium hydroxide

addition (Randall et al., 2016), however nitrogen losses

occurred during dehydration (Riechmann et al., 2021). This

was due to CO2 dissolution from the air used during the

dehydration process (Simha et al., 2018; Riechmann et al.,

2021). In addition, higher operating temperatures could also

increase nitrogen losses.

With our previous work, we showed that biological urea

hydrolysis can be inhibited effectively at pH values around

12.5 and at room temperature. However, literature has shown

that for synthetic urea solutions, if temperatures are substantially

high and pH values are above 13, chemical urea hydrolysis could

be substantial (Warner, 1942). While previous researchers have

focused on chemical urea hydrolysis in different urea solutions

for a pH range of 0–14 (Warner, 1942), temperature range of

5–50°C (Chin and Kroontje, 1963) and a pharmaceutical solution

(Panyachariwat and Steckel, 2014), and many researchers have

also looked at biological urea hydrolysis in urine (Udert et al.,

2003; Kabdasli et al., 2006; Randall et al., 2016), none have

determined the rate constants for chemical urea hydrolysis in

human urine. In addition, in most studies with urea solutions, the

investigated temperatures and pH values were not within the

range we are interested in for urine stabilization processes

(Table 1).
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Interactions with the atmosphere can also have a strong

influence on the composition of urine. In work on dehydration

of alkalized urine, Riechmann et al. (2021) and Simha et al.

(2018) have suggested that for urine stabilized at high

pH values, CO2 exchange with air can be critical. Strong

absorption of CO2 from the atmosphere results in the

conversion of Ca(OH)2 to CaCO3, a process which we refer

to as carbonation (López-Periago et al., 2013). Carbon dioxide

absorption in stabilized urine is problematic because CO2

dissolution and CaCO3 formation will result in a pH decrease

(Morel and Hering, 1993).

As discussed, both high temperatures and lower pH values,

due to CO2 adsorption, can lead to urea hydrolysis, but in two

different ways: high temperatures, i.e. above 40°C, foster chemical

urea hydrolysis, but low pH values, i.e. below 11, can allow for

biological urea hydrolysis.

In this study, we looked at both influences, temperature and

CO2 adsorption independently, because both can result in urea

hydrolysis, but in different ways.

The first part of the study focused on temperature-

dependent chemical urea hydrolysis. We determined the

reaction rate constants of stabilized urine at 25°C, 40°C,

55°C and 70°C and at three different pH solutions (13,

12.5 and saturation with Ca(OH)2). The high temperatures

were chosen to produce kinetic constants for interpolation. At

temperatures below 25°C, the kinetics of urea hydrolysis were

too low to determine accurate kinetic constants in the time

that was available for this study. We used the determined

reaction rate constants for pH values at saturation with

Ca(OH)2 to model two urine stabilization scenarios in

order to investigate if the process is feasible in terms of

urea losses while still retaining excess Ca(OH)2 in the

system at all times, but with no CO2 exchange and

dehydration.

In the second part of study, we operated aerated batch

reactors with urine, partially spiked with urease, to assess the

effect of CO2 and NH3 gas exchange on biological urea

degradation. A computer model was used to identify the main

physical, chemical and biological processes, which leads to

biological urea hydrolysis.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Fresh urine solution

The urine used for the experiments was collected

anonymously from both men and women working at Eawag

in Dübendorf, Switzerland. The fresh urine was used within

3 days of collection. The fresh urine was stored overnight in a

refrigerator kept at 4°C during the collection period.

2.2 Stabilization of fresh urine

A dosage of 10 g Ca(OH)2 (calcium hydroxide, Merck) per

litre of fresh urine was used to ensure the solution was saturated

with respect to Ca(OH)2 (Randall et al., 2016). The solution was

then continuously stirred with a magnetic stirrer for 3 hours to

ensure complete dissolution as per standard recommendations

for dissolution processes (Myerson, 2002). After 3 hours, the

solution was filtered in stages using a 1 L vacuum filtration setup

with filter paper of pore size 180 µm (5892, Schleicher and

Schuell) to remove excess Ca(OH)2 and any solids that had

precipitated from the urine. The filtrate was collected and stored

at room temperature for each of the subsequent gas exchange

experiments. The average compositions of the fresh urine

samples used for the carbonation and reaction rate

experiments are shown in Table 2.

2.3 Chemical urea hydrolysis

Approximately 150 g of stabilized urine were distributed to

three 50 ml Schott bottles in equal quantities. Three bottles for

each experimental condition were positioned in a jacketed glass

crystallizer (Schmizo AG) maintained at the respective

temperatures using a circulation thermostat (F32, JULABO

GmbH). Water was added directly to the crystallizer and

gently mixed using a magnetic stirrer set at 300 rpm to help

with the heat distribution to the three Schott bottles. The

experiments were performed in triplicate and the mean

TABLE 1 pH and temperature conditions for various urea systems.

Solution pH (-) Temperature (°C) Reference

urea-water 0–14 66 and 100 Warner, (1942)

urea-water not given 60, 70, 80, 90, 95 and 100 Shaw and Bordeaux, (1955)

urea-water not given 5, 25, 35 and 50 Chin and Kroontje, (1963)

urea-water not given 140, 150, 160 and 170 Sahu et al. (2008)

pharmaceutical 3.11 to 9.67 25, 40 and 60 Panyachariwat and Steckel, (2014)
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concentrations were used for determination of the rate constants

for the urea degradation. Samples were taken after 8 h, 1 day,

3 days, 9 days, 15 days and 21 days and the concentration of total

ammonia was measured using cuvette tests (LCK304, Hach-

Lange). Experiments were conducted at three different

pH values (13, 12.5 and the pH at saturation with Ca(OH)2)

and temperatures of 25°C, 40°C, 55°C and 70°C. We chose these

pH values because at lower pH values urea hydrolysis is negligible

(Warner, 1942) and we were specifically focused on pH values

relevant to a solution saturated with calcium hydroxide. The rate

constants were assumed to be first order with respect to urea.

This assumption is consistent with the findings of (Chin and

Kroontje, 1963).

2.4 CO2 dissolution: Effect of residual
Ca(OH)2 on pH decrease

In order to investigate how the availability of residual

Ca(OH)2 affects the pH decrease due to CO2 dissolution, two

experiments (E1 and E2) were conducted simultaneously. The

composition of the urine used for the experiments is given in

Table 2. In experiment E1, the undissolved Ca(OH)2 was

removed using the same filtration setup as described in

Section 2.2 while for experiment E2, the excess Ca(OH)2
remained in the solution. In experiment E3, the excess

Ca(OH)2 was also removed.

The two solutions (E1 and E2) with 1 L each were added to

two identical jacketed glass reactors (DN 100/DW 100, Schmizo,

Oftringen, Switzerland). The solutions of the reactors were mixed

using a magnetic stirrer while air was bubbled through each of

the solutions using a rubber diffuser connected to an rotameter

which enabled the air flow rate to be controlled to approximately

0.1 m3 h−1 (range ± 20%) at ambient conditions. A circulation

thermostat (F32, Julabo, Seelbach, Germany) was connected to

the reactors and used to maintain the temperatures in the

reactors at 25°C. A pH-temperature probe (CPS11D - 7AA21,

Endress and Hauser, Reinach, Switzerland) was fixed in each

reactor and connected to a multi-parameter transmitter

(Liquiline CM444, Endress and Hauser, Reinach, Switzerland)

for process monitoring and control. The transmitter itself was

connected to a memograph (RSG40, Endress and Hauser,

Reinach, Switzerland), which logged the continuous

pH measurements during the experiments in 5 min intervals.

2.5 CO2 dissolution: Effect on biological
urea hydrolysis

In order to model the effect of CO2 dissolution on

biological urea hydrolysis, a separate experiment (E3) was

conducted using the same procedure as mentioned in Section

2.3. The key difference was that 70 µL Jack bean urease

(116,493 Urease, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) was added

to the urine solution after 8.5 h when the pH had dropped

to a value of 9.7.

A precipitation model, developed and described in detail

by (Udert et al., 2003), was used as basis for simulating the

effect of CO2 dissolution on biological urea hydroylsis. The

model allows for calculating a thermodynamic equilibrium

state while considering solubility equilibria, acid-base and

complex formation reactions. Chemical urea hydrolysis was

not considered in the model because the model was run at a

temperature of 25°C, at which chemical urea hydrolysis is very

TABLE 2 Compositions of fresh urine used for chemical urea hydrolysis experiments and of stabilized urine used for the CO2 experiments (E1, E2 and
E3). Experiment E1 was stabilized but had no excess Ca(OH)2 while experiment E2 was stabilized and had excess Ca(OH)2. Experiment E3 had no
excess Ca(OH)2.

Measurement Unit Chemical urea hydrolysis CO2 dissolution

25°C and 40°C 55°C and 70°C E1 and E2 E3

Urea-N g·m−3 4,610 6,010 4,530 5,030

Total inorganic C g·m−3 236 108 36 34

Total phosphate-P g·m−3 300 394 <10 <10
Total ammonia-N g·m−3 346 418 513 292

Dissolved COD g·m−3 5,900 6,900 — —

Chloride g·m−3 4,800 4,800 4,040 4,400

Sulfate g·m−3 817 1,100 664 839

Sodium g·m−3 2,600 2,600 2,200 2,460

Potassium g·m−3 2,100 2,800 1850 2,300

Calcium g·m−3 100 326 1,180 897

Magnesium g·m−3 160 148 <5 <5
pH — 6.60 6.88 12.49 12.49
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slow when compared to biological urea hydrolysis. The

following four dynamic processes were adapted and

adjusted to simulate the carbonation experiments: CO2

dissolution, calcite precipitation and urea hydrolysis. The

complete gas exchange equation (Benjamin and Lawler,

2013) for a batch reactor was implemented as follows in

order to model the CO2 dissolution:

V · dSCO2

dt
�Qair · (SCO2 ,air −HCO2 · SCO2) · {1 − exp

( − KLaCO2 · V
HCO2 · Qair

)} (1)

Where:

V: liquid volume in the reactor [L].

HCO2: Henry constant for CO2 in water [molg mol−1aq].

SCO2: CO2 concentration in the liquid phase [mol L−1].

KLaCO2: mass transfer rate constant for CO2 [d
−1].

Qair: air flow rate [L d−1].

SCO2,air: concentration of CO2 in the inlet air flow [mol L−1].

In this study, the simplification was made that the same

Henry constant applies to water and urine. HCO2 was set to

1.2 molg/molaq at 25°C (Stumm and Morgan, 1996).

Since NH3 is a well-soluble gas, the following simplified

equation (Benjamin and Lawler, 2013) was used to model the

NH3 stripping rate:

V · dSNH3

dt
� Qair ·HNH3 · SNH3 (2)

Where:

SNH3: NH3 concentration in the reactor [mol L−1].

Qair: air flow rate [L d−1].

HNH3: Henry constant for NH3 in water [molg mol−1aq
].

Also, for NH3, it was assumed that the same Henry constant

applies to water and urine. HNH3 was set to 0.00071molg/molaq at

25°C (Stumm and Morgan, 1996).

The rate of calcite precipitation represents the carbonation

process and was modelled according to kinetic expressions

describing surface-controlled crystal growth (Udert et al., 2003):

V · dXCaCO3

dt
� kcalcite[({Ca2+} · {CO2−

3 })1/2 − K1/2
Sp,calcite]p (3)

Where:

XCaCO3: concentration of calcite [mol L−1].

kcalcite: rate constant for calcite equilibrium [mol L−1 d−1].

{Ca2+}: activity of calcium ions [-]

{CO3
2-}: activity of carbonate ions [-]

KSp,calcite: solubility product of calcite [-]

p: exponent depending on the crystal growth mechanism.

The activities were determined according to the Davies

approach as described in Udert et al. (2003). It should be

noted that ion activities are by definition unitless (Stumm and

Morgan, 1996). The rate constant kcalcite was fitted and a value of

10–8.48 was chosen for KSp,calcite for 25°C (Stumm and Morgan,

1996). The simulations revealed that p = 1 was an optimal value

to describe CaCO3 precipitation in our experiments.

Finally, the pH-dependent rate of biological urea hydrolysis

induced by Jack bean urease was implemented using the

following equation (Fidaleo and Lavecchia, 2003):

V · dSurea
dt

� μmax ·
1

(1 + 10−pH
KES,1

+ KES,2

10−pH)
· Surea
KM + Surea

(4)

Where:

μmax: maximum hydrolysis rate [mol d−1].

KES,1 and KES,2: molecular dissociation constants [mol L−1].

KM: Michaelis-Menten constant [mol L−1].

Surea: urea concentration in the reactor [mol L−1].

The model was fitted using data from experiment E3. The

measured initial concentrations of the ions, the dissolved TIC,

the ammonium and the urea along with the experimental air flow

served as an input for the model. The parameters were then fitted

as follows:

1) KLaCO2 (in a range of ±20% of the experimentally determined

value), Qair (in a range of ±20% of the experimentally

determined value, see Section 2.6), initial dissolved TIC

and initial OH− concentration were fitted on the

measured pH.

2) µmax was fitted on the experimentally observed urea

concentration profiles with a minimum value of 0.23 mol

NH3·Lreactor−1·d−1 according to manufacturer’s information

(see below).

3) kcalcite was fitted on the experimentally determined dissolved

calcium concentration.

4) Finally, step 1 was repeated.

In experiment E3, 70 μL of urease (Merck, No 11643)

was dosed, which had a minimum activity of 1,000 mmol

NH3,released·mL−1·min−1. at 25°C and pH 8. The reactor

volume was 1 L and the temperature 25°C. Using the

kinetic expression of Equation 4, a minimum μmax of

0.23 mol NH3·Lreactor·d−1 was calculated.

2.6 Determination of gas exchange
parameters

The dissolution experiments served to determine the overall

mass transfer rate constant (KLa) of O2 in water and stabilized urine.

The latter was used to estimate the KLa of CO2 in both media. Since

the KLa of CO2 in urine was a parameter that was fitted during the

calibration of the precipitation model, the experimentally

determined KLa was needed to have a starting value and to

know which order of magnitude to expect.

The experimental setup was identical to the one of the

carbonation experiments, except that O2 probes (WTW Oxi
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340i) were installed in the reactors. One reactor contained

stabilized urine without excess Ca(OH)2, while the other one

contained nanopure water. At first, both reactors were bubbled

with nitrogen gas in order to strip the oxygen down to a

concentration of 2 mg L−1 or less. Subsequently, both reactors

were aerated with ambient air at a flow rate of 100 L h−1 for

4 minutes and the oxygen concentration profiles were recorded at

a 5 s resolution. The saturation concentrations in both media

were experimentally determined by averaging the measured

values in the last minute of the aeration, when the oxygen

concentration was constant. The simplified gas exchange

equation for a batch experiment (derived from (Benjamin and

Lawler, 2013)) was used to determine the KLa of O2 in nanopure

water and urine:

KLaO2 � −In( SO2,sat − SO2(t)
SO2,sat − SO2(t0)) · 1

(t − t0) (5)

Where:

KLaO2: mass transfer coefficient for oxygen [d−1].

SO2 ,sat: saturation concentration [mol L−1].

SO2(t): oxygen concentration at time t [mol L−1].

t: time [d].

t0: initial time [d].

For the determination of the KLa, only data points within the

first minute of the aeration period were considered since the

concentration increase was particularly pronounced. For each

reactor, the experiment was repeated three times in order to have

representative oxygen concentration profiles and a KLa value for

each of the three repeats. For further calculations, the arithmetic

mean of the three repeats was used.

The oxygen transfer difference between urine and water was

calculated as:

α � KLaO2 ,urine

KLaO2 ,water
(6)

It was assumed that the CO2 transfer difference between

urine and water is governed by the same α -value. The following

relationship allowed determining the KLa of CO2 in water:

KLaO2 ,water

KLaCO2 ,water
� (Dw,O2

Dw,CO2

)
0.5

(7)

Where:

Dw: diffusion coefficient in water of the corresponding gas

[m2 s−1].

The relationship is based on the assumption that the

relationship of KLa and DW is best described by the

penetration theory (Benjamin and Lawler, 2013).

Literature values for the diffusion coefficients as well as the

formula were adapted from (Lide, 2009). The KLa of CO2 in

stabilized urine was computed as:

KLaCO2 ,urine � α · KLaCO2 ,water (8)

2.7 Simulation of urea loss in CSTR and
batch mode

Matlab (version 7.10.0) was used to simulate the urea

concentration profiles for two different scenarios: one with

10 L day−1 influent urine in a continuous flow stirred tank

reactor (CSTR) and one with no urine inflow or outflow (batch).

2.8 Analytical methods

The following dissolved compounds were determined

with ion chromatography (930 Compact IC Flex for

cations and 881 Compact IC Pro for anions, Metrohm):

Ca2+, Na+, Mg2+, K+, Cl−, SO4
2- and PO4

3-. NH4
+-N

concentrations were measured with cuvette tests (Hach-

Lange). The dissolved total inorganic carbon (TIC) was

measured applying the 680°C combustion catalytic

oxidation method (TOC-L analyzer, SHIMADZU). In

order to measure urea, 0.5 mL of the filtered sample were

diluted 1:20 in nanopure water. The diluted sample was then

acidified with 1 mol L−1 HCl to ensure a pH between 7 and 8.

After measuring the NH4
+-N concentration, 40 μL of Jack

bean urease was added to the solution. The sample was left

for 1 hour in order to ensure all urea would be hydrolyzed,

where after the NH4
+-N concentration was measured again.

Subtracting the initial NH4
+-N concentration of the sample

allowed determining the urea concentration. The standard

deviation for all wet chemistry was typically below 5%.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Fast chemical urea hydrolysis in urine
at high temperatures

3.1.1 Temperature dependency of chemical urea
hydrolysis at saturation with Ca(OH)2

The rate constants for chemical urea hydrolysis in urine

determined in this study show that temperature is the primary

factor influencing the rate (Figure 1). At pH 13, the rate constants for

the saturated urine-Ca(OH)2 solutions (see Table 3 for pH values at

each temperature) are similar to the rate constants at a pH of 12.5,

while the rate constants at a pH of 13 are only slightly higher. This is

expected based on the pH dependency described by (Warner, 1942)

at values greater than 13.

Chemical urea hydrolysis in real human urine increases as the

temperature of the solution increases and is similar to synthetic urea

hydrolysis as reported in literature (Warner, 1942; ShawandBordeaux,

1955; Chin and Kroontje, 1963; Panyachariwat and Steckel, 2014).

Therefore, the rate constants are expected to be similar regardless of

urine composition or types of urea solutions. The rate constants were
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found to be 0.00109 days−1, 0.00147 days−1 and 0.00192 days−1 at 25°C

for pH values of 12.5, 12.57 (saturated with calcium hydroxide) and

13.0 respectively and significantly higher at 70°C.

The activation energy for urine saturated with Ca(OH)2 was

calculated to be 74.9 ± 6.9 kJ mol−1, which compares well with the

value determined by (Chin and Kroontje, 1963) for a synthetic

urea solution (72 kJ mol−1). The activation energies for the higher

pH values of 13 and 12.5 were similar: 76 ± 4.7 kJ mol−1 and 81 ±

3.9 kJ mol−1 respectively. The standard deviation of the measured

error for each reaction rate constant was less than 25% with the

lowest error being 6.5% and the majority of errors being less than

10% (see Table 3). The error was assumed to be proportional to

the measured values.

3.1.2 Operating temperature is more critical
than pH

In 2016 we reported that a precautionary lower temperature

limit of 14°C should be utilized in the urine stabilization process with

calcium hydroxide because of concerns that the higher pH values at

saturation would increase the rate of chemical urea hydrolysis

(Randall et al., 2016). The more detailed kinetics from this study

show that a higher pH of 13 does result in slightly faster reaction

kinetics but it is negligible in comparison to the effect temperature

has on the kinetics of the process. The urine stabilization process can

therefore run effectively at temperatures lower than 14°C as this

would slow down the kinetics of the process. For example, operating

the process at 14°C results in 71% slower kinetics and 90% at 5°C

when compared to the reaction rate constants at 25°C. However,

lower operating temperatures would reduce the rate of water

evaporation during urine dehydration processes. The results also

show that operating a system at higher temperatures, to increase the

rate of water evaporation, will lead to higher rates of chemical urea

hydrolysis and these aspects need to be carefully considered when

designing urine dehydration systems.

3.1.3 Urea losses are higher in batch mode than
in CSTR mode

The reaction rate constants for chemical urea hydrolysis

determined in this study were used to model urea losses as a

function of operating times for two scenarios (A and B; see

Section 2.7). Scenario A had a constant urine inflow of 10 L day−1

(CSTR mode, Figure 2A), while scenario B had no urine inflow

(Figure 2B) and so was essentially stored urine. We see that as the

operating temperature increases, the loss of urea increases

significantly for both scenarios, but that the urea loss is less for

scenarioA. In 30 days, 64%of the urea is lost at a temperature of 70°C

while 25% is lost at 55°C, 8.4% at 40°C and 2.2% at 25°C for scenario

A. In contrast, 92% of the urea is lost at 70°C, while 46% is lost at

55°C, 16% at 40°C and 4.3% at 25°C for scenario B. The loss of urea

for scenario A is lower than for scenario B because the contents of the

urine tank are constantly resupplied with urea from the influent.

Importantly, these simulations did not include water evaporation

during dehydration, but the rate constants still provide useful design

parameters, especially for dehydration reactors where urine is

collected and concentrated over extended periods of time.

If the design specification for acceptable urea loss is set to

an arbitrary 5%, it would mean the urine stabilization process

could be effectively operated under 40°C for a period of

approximately 17 days. At 25°C, the urea losses can be

considered negligible, with a 5% loss only being reached

after 70 days for scenario A. Even for scenario B, the time

required to reach a 5% urea loss at 25°C is low (34 days).

Scenario B can also essentially be used to determine the urea

loss during the storage of stabilized urine. For example, if we

wanted to store the stabilized urine before transporting it to a

decentralized resource recovery plant, the results from this

scenario would need to be used.

TABLE 3 Reaction rate constants at different concentration factors,
temperatures and pH values for stabilized urine.

Temperature pH Rate constant

[°C] [-] [day−1]

25 13 1.92E-03 ± 1.74E-04

25 12.5 1.09E-03 ± 1.41E-04

25 12.57 (sat) 1.47E-03 ± 1.36E-04

40 13 7.42E-03 ± 4.67E-04

40 12.5 4.05E-03 ± 2.35E-04

40 12.04 (sat) 5.95E-03 ± 6.03E-04

55 13 2.39E-02 ± 3.00E-03

55 12.5 1.87E-02 ± 1.11E-03

55 11.56 (sat) 2.04E-02 ± 1.69E-03

70 13 1.14E-01 ± 7.57E-03

70 12.5 7.99E-02 ± 6.11E-03

70 11.14 (sat) 8.48E-02 ± 6.72E-03

FIGURE 1
Reaction rate constants for urea in stabilized urine
(compositions are given in Table 2) at different temperatures and
pH values of 13, 12.5 and saturated with Ca(OH)2. The values and
conditions are given in Table 3.
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3.2 Carbon dioxide dissolution fosters
biological urea hydrolysis

3.2.1 Residual Ca(OH)2 delays, but does not
prevent a pH decrease

Residual Ca(OH)2 strongly delays the pH decrease. Two

experiments were run to test the importance of residual

Ca(OH)2 (Figure 3): one experiment looked at the dissolution

of CO2 in stabilized urine with no excess solid Ca(OH)2 (E1)

while the second experiment focused on the dissolution of CO2 in

stabilized urine with excess solid Ca(OH)2 (E2). The rate of

dissolution was increased by bubbling air through both solutions.

The experimental results show that there is a slow but immediate

pH decrease in the reactor without Ca(OH)2 excess during the

first 4 h of aeration as shown in Figure 3. Within the next 4 h, the

pH decreases and reaches a constant value of 8.2. In the reactor

with excess Ca(OH)2, the pH stays constant for approximately

11 h and the start of the rapid pH decrease is delayed by 12 h. The

presence of excess Ca(OH)2 therefore buffers the pH and keeps it

at values greater than 12.

3.3 The pH behavior can be explained with
four processes

Four chemical and physical processes influence the pH in

fresh urine stabilized with Ca(OH)2, which ultimately influence

the solution pH: the dissolution and dissociation of CO2

(Equation 9), the precipitation of CaCO3 (Equation 10),

ammonia volatilization (Equation 11) and urea hydrolysis

(Equation 12):

CO2 +H2O ↔ CO2−
3 + CO2−

3 + 2H+ (9)
Ca2+ + CO2−

3 ↔ CaCO3(s) (10)
2NH+

4 + 2OH− ↔ 2NH3 + 2H2O (11)
NH2(CO)NH2 + 2H2O → HCO−

3 +NH3 + NH+
4 (12)

The involvement of all four processes can be derived from the

measurements during experiment E3, when CO2 was bubbled

into fresh urine, which was previously stabilized with Ca(OH)2,

FIGURE 2
Loss of urea for a saturated Ca(OH)2-urine solution at different operating temperatures and two hypothetical scenarios: scenario (A) has
constant 10 L day−1 inflow to the urine stabilization tank (CSTR mode) while scenario (B) has no urine inflow (batch mode). There was no CO2

exchange in the model and no urine dehydration. The solid grey design line depicts a 5% loss that is an arbitrary percentage urea loss, while the blue
lines are for urea losses at 25°C, green is for 40°C, orange is for 55°C and red is for 70°C.

FIGURE 3
pH profiles for both reactors where E1 ( ) represents the
experiment without excess calcium hydroxide while E2 ( )
represents the experiment with excess calcium hydroxide.
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but from which excess Ca(OH)2 was removed (Figure 4). The

selected compounds are meant to be indicators for the processes

of interest. Total inorganic carbon is influenced by three

processes: CO2 dissolution (Equation 9), CaCO3 precipitation

(Equation 10) and urea hydrolysis (Equation 12). Since ammonia

is liberated during urea hydrolysis, the NH4
+ concentration curve

was included on the graph. Finally, the Ca2+ concentration

behavior is directly linked to the carbonation process since it

gives an indication of CaCO3 precipitation.

The concentration of Ca2+ ions was below the detection limit

of 0.0003 mol L−1 within the first 8 hours of the experiments. For

the other two parameters, TIC and NH4
+, the 8-h mark seems to

be a turning point in their behaviour as well. Starting at

0.021 mol N L−1, the ammonium concentration exhibits a

decrease throughout the first 8 hours before rising as the

pH stays constant to a value of 0.031 mol L−1 after 30 h.

The TIC is constantly low during the first 8 hours (about

0.003 mol C L−1) and then rises rapidly to 0.017 mol C L−1.

Starting at 12.5, and after a fluctuating decrease throughout

the first 9 hours, the pH stabilizes at a constant value of

approximately 9.1.

Figure 4 shows the observed pH during experiment

E3 compared to the simulated pH with the precipitation

model (Figure 5). For the simulation, apart from all relevant

chemical equilibria, only the processes of carbon dioxide

dissolution, urea hydrolysis, calcite precipitation (carbonation)

and ammonia volatilization were considered.

The simulated pH was obtained with the following set of

fitted parameters:

KLa CO2 3,890 d−1 (starting value 3,300 d−1, calculated).

Qair 2900 L d−1 (starting value 2400 L d−1, measured).

initial TIC 0.0144 mol L−1 (starting value 0.003 mol L−1,

measured).

initial OH− concentration 0.0165 mol L−1 (starting value

0.031 mol L−1, according to measured pH value).

µmax 0.353 mol NH3·Lreactor·d−1 (starting value 0.23 mol

NH3·Lreactor·d−1, calculated based on manufacturer’s

information).

kcalcite 48 mol L−1 d−1 (no measurement and estimation

available).

The model allows for the following explanation: The

production of protons by CO2 dissolution decreases the

solution pH unless OH− ions are present to neutralize

them. As soon as the OH− ions are depleted the

concentration of H+ will dramatically increase, which

explains the abrupt observed pH decrease seen in Figure 3.

In the case where the stabilized urine contains excess

Ca(OH)2, the latter dissolves in order to balance out the

depletion of OH− ions, which explains why the pH remained

constant over an extended period of 11 h (Figure 3). Excess

Ca(OH)2 therefore increases the pH buffer capacity of the

solution. Although CO3
2- ions are the main carbonate

compound produced by CO2 dissolution (Equation 9) at

pH values greater than 10.3 (Stumm and Morgan, 1996),

the dissolved TIC remains constant during the first 8 h (see

Figure 4). An explanation for this is provided by the

carbonation process where CO3
2- ions are consumed at the

same rate as they are produced by CO2 dissolution. The

strong depletion of Ca2+ ions during the first 8 h of

experiment E3 underlines the involvement of the

carbonation process. The decrease of the NH4
+ ion

concentration during that period is likely due to ammonia

stripping and flattens out as the pH decreases and the pKa of

NH3 is reached. Since no CaCO3 precipitation occurs after

hour 8 for experiment E3, the CO3
2- ions produced by CO2

dissolution are no longer consumed and this explains the

subsequent increase of dissolved TIC. Additionally, as

biological urea hydrolysis starts after 8.5 h, HCO3
− ions are

FIGURE 4
Experimentally measured Ca2+ (▲), TIC (◆), NH4+-N (■)
concentrations and pH (–) during experiment E3.

FIGURE 5
Simulated pH (╍) for experiment E3. All parameterswere fitted
in respect to the experimentally measured pH (–).
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formed (Equation 12) and reinforces the dissolved TIC

increase. At the same time, the ammonia liberated during

the urea hydrolysis results in the subsequent increase of NH4
+

ions. The simulations do not consider chemical urea

hydrolysis because the experiments were operated at room

temperature and chemical urea hydrolysis was considered

negligible.

In addition, another process can decrease the pH buffer

capacity of excess Ca(OH)2: the establishment of an

impermeable layer of CaCO3 on the surface of the solid

Ca(OH)2, which would prevent Ca(OH)2 dissolution (Van

Balen, 2005). The work by (Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2013) showed

that the carbonation of Ca(OH)2 is in fact governed by a

complex interface-coupled dissolution-precipitation process

in an aqueous solution. More Ca(OH)2 will therefore be

coated with an impermeable layer of CaCO3 when the

concentration of CO3
2- ions in solution increases, thus

depleting the use of excess Ca(OH)2 for further

neutralization and stabilization. However, it is difficult to

establish a relationship between the amount of excess

Ca(OH)2 and the additional pH buffer capacity, but this

should be investigated further.

In order to further investigate the effect of the four

processes dissolution and dissociation of CO2, the

precipitation of CaCO3, ammonia volatilization and urea

hydrolysis, four different process scenarios were simulated.

Figure 6A shows a scenario where only CO2 dissolution is

switched on. The simulated pH that can be observed in

FIGURE 6
Simulated and experimental results where only CO2 dissolution is turned on in the model (A), urea hydrolysis is turned off (B) CaCO3

precipitation is turned off (C) and ammonia volatilization is turned off (D).
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Figure 6B was obtained by turning off urea hydrolysis.

Figure 6C was generated by switching off CaCO3

precipitation and Figure 6D was obtained by turning off

ammonia volatilization in the simulation.

Figure 6A shows that CO2 dissolution is the key process

responsible for the pH decrease of stabilized urine during

aeration. This is consistent with findings by (Courtney et al.,

2021), who measured and modelled CO2 dissolution in

Ca(OH)2 stabilized urine, but for the purpose of removing

excess calcium ions prior to reverse osmosis treatment. The

pH decreases from 12.2 to approximately 9.4 within 1 day

after which it remains constant. The fact that the pH stagnates,

means that the saturation pH of CO2 predicted by the model is

at 9.4 because no more CO3
2- ions are supplied to the system.

If only CO2 dissolution is considered, the pH decrease is

flattened by the end of the simulation compared to the

observed one.

When urea hydrolysis is switched off (Figure 6B), but the

other three processes are switched on, the simulated

pH constantly decreases after dropping below the

observed pH during the initial decrease. The ammonia

volatilization and the CaCO3 precipitation allows for a

more pronounced initial pH decrease. In addition, after

the Ca2+ ions are all depleted, the slow continuous

decrease after the initial drop is only due to ammonia

volatilization. Since the ammonia concentration is low to

begin with, and the stripping rate is directly proportional to

it, it is safe to assume that the ammonia stripping process

causes a slight pH decrease over the entire period of the

simulation, while CaCO3 precipitation is responsible for the

steep initial decrease.

Switching off CaCO3 precipitation (Figure 6C) and

considering CO2 dissolution, ammonia stripping and urea

hydrolysis, leads to a similar behaviour as scenario A where

only CO2 dissolution is turned on. The key difference is that

the pH stabilizes at 9.3 instead of 9.4. The ammonia stripping

which causes a constant pH decrease is missing because it is

buffered out by the urea hydrolysis process. This is expected

since ammonia volatilization depends mainly on the NH3

concentration and the only source of ammonia into the

system is from urea hydrolysis. Thus, at pH values close to

the pKa of NH3, the ammonia stripping rate will be re-

adjusted to the rate of urea hydrolysis.

Finally, when ammonia volatilization is switched off

(Figure 6D), the pH constantly increases after a pronounced

initial decrease. Figure 6D provides evidence that urea hydrolysis

leads to a pH increase if ammonia stripping is not occurring.

Also, the initial pH decrease is stronger compared to the scenario

where CaCO3 precipitation is turned off (Figure 6C). This

reinforces the fact that CaCO3 precipitation is responsible for

the initial pH decrease as a result of CO2 dissolution. As CaCO3

precipitation depletes the carbonate ions produced by the CO2

dissolution, the equilibrium is shifted to the right-hand side of

Equation 9, so that more CO2 can dissolve which ultimately leads

to a stronger pH decrease.

3.4 Preventing nitrogen losses during
volume reduction

The treatment of source-separated urine should ideally

encompass on-site treatment technologies (Larsen et al.,

2021) that also reduce the volume of urine. This will

increase the storage capacity of any product that forms

while also reducing the transport costs of these products.

Perhaps the simplest method of volume reduction involves

evaporating the water from urine (Simha et al., 2020a;

Riechmann et al., 2021), although reverse osmosis

(Courtney and Randall, 2022) and forward osmosis (Patel

et al., 2020) could also be used. We have shown that the rates

of chemical urea hydrolysis are slow at temperatures less than

40°C, which means the stabilized urine could be evaporated at

ambient conditions to reduce the volume, but the

dehydration rate would be slow. When operating

dehydration systems at higher temperatures, the

evaporation rates need to be very fast to prevent

substantial chemical urea hydrolysis (Simha et al., 2020b).

However, considering biological urea hydrolysis, the

solution should always have excess calcium hydroxide to

maintain a high operating pH. This is because the

dissolution of CO2 can also take place during dehydration

by convection which results in a pH decrease and therefore

urea loss by biological urea hydrolysis (Riechmann et al.,

2021). The rate of carbonation of the excess calcium

hydroxide should be slower than the rate of evaporation

since this would also negatively affect the pH of the

solution. The CO2 present in the air could be removed prior

to the dehydration process by means of a CO2 scrubber in

order to reduce any carbonation issues. For example, (Alabadi

et al., 2015) showed that activated carbon prepared from

biomass was very effective at removing CO2, having an

adsorption capacity of 7.49 mmol g−1 at 0°C. The

concentration of stabilized urine by evaporation would

ultimately result in a solid fertilizer product rich in urea.

4 Conclusion

• Chemical urea hydrolysis is a strong function of

temperature, with the reaction rate constants of urea in

human urine increasing significantly as the temperature

increases. The activation energy of chemical urea

hydrolysis was found to be 75 ± 6.9 kJ mol−1 for a

solution saturated with Ca(OH)2.

• Chemical urea hydrolysis does increase at higher

pH values, but it is not as significant as the effect of
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temperature. A pH dependency does not have to be

considered in the pH range of interest for urine

stabilization with Ca(OH)2, that is up to a pH value of 13.

• Carbon dioxide dissolution from ambient air is the major

reason for a pH decrease in the calcium hydroxide urine

stabilization process.

• Besides CO2 dissolution, other processes such as urea

hydrolysis, calcite precipitation and ammonia

volatilization also affect the pH during CO2 exchange

with the atmosphere, but to a lesser extent.

• The presence of excess solid Ca(OH)2 can buffer any

pH decrease due to CO2 dissolution and thus keep the

urine stabilized, especially during volume reduction by

dehydration with ambient air.
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